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Abstract

In 1998, Better People, a privately funded, not-for-profit organization, began offering services to former offenders (people who have criminal records) in Portland, Oregon. The Better People program has three primary components: cognitive behavioral therapy using Moral Reconation Therapy\(^1\) (MRT\(®\)), assistance with gaining employment, and assistance with employment retention. This preliminary study assesses the impact on offender recidivism as a result of the cognitive behavioral therapy (MRT\(®\)) component. Findings indicate less recidivism for Better People Treatment Group participants than for a Comparison Group of non-participants.

\(^1\) The term ‘conation’ was used in clinical psychology prior to the extensive use of the term ‘ego.’ Conation refers to how one consciously makes decisions. MRT\(®\) represents a redirecting of decision-making from lower to higher stages of moral reasoning. (Little, 1996)
Executive Summary

In June of 1998, Better People began a new community-based former offender program serving clients from the Portland, Oregon metropolitan community. The program has three primary components: cognitive behavioral therapy using Moral Reconation Therapy (MRT®), assistance with gaining employment, and assistance with employment retention. The MRT® component’s major objective is to increase the former offender’s decision making from low moral reasoning to higher moral reasoning as he or she progresses through the program’s Steps.

This evaluation to assess the MRT® component of the program's effectiveness in reducing recidivism was based on the behaviors of study participants contacting Better People between June and December of 1998. Study participants’ criminal records were observed from June 1998 through November 1999. For outcome data we examined three levels of recidivism -- re-arrest, re-indictment, and re-conviction -- during a six-month follow-up period. Oregon Law Enforcement Data Systems (LEDS) computerized records were used to obtain pertinent criminal data.

We examined contacts with the criminal justice system for 68 former offenders who had participated in the MRT® component of the Better People Program -- the Treatment Group (TG). We compared that data to contacts with the criminal justice system for 68 former offenders who attended an Orientation but had not participated in the MRT® or any other Better People program components -- the Comparison Group (CG). There were no significant differences in age, ethnicity/race, and gender between the Treatment Group and the Comparison Group.

As Figure 1.2 indicates, there were significantly fewer re-arrests among former offenders who had participated in the MRT® program than among former offenders who had not participated in the program. Nine percent of Treatment Group participants were re-arrested compared to 21 percent of Comparison Group participants.
Re-indictments and re-convictions for MRT® (Treatment Group) participants were also significantly lower than for former offenders who had not received MRT® treatment (Comparison Group). Three percent of Treatment Group participants were re-indicted while 13 percent of Comparison Group participants were re-indicted. Finally, 3 percent of Treatment Group participants were re-convicted compared to 12 percent of Comparison Group participants.
Introduction

Throughout the past three decades, researchers have asked, and continue to study, whether offender rehabilitation efforts are effective at reducing recidivism and antisocial behavior. There is concern as to whether rehabilitation efforts produce beneficial changes in former offenders who participate in rehabilitation programs.

The generic goals of rehabilitation are to change one’s thinking and behavior. The Better People program has three components that work to achieve this goal: cognitive behavioral therapy (MRT®)\(^2\), assistance with gaining employment, and employment retention. This evaluation observes the impact of MRT® on Better People program participants assigned to this study project. Former offenders were assigned to either a Treatment Group or Comparison Group depending on whether they participated in the program or chose not to after attending an orientation.

This report details the findings from a preliminary evaluation study of the effects of MRT® on former offenders participating in the Better People program in the Portland, Oregon (Multnomah County) community. The purpose of this study was to gain insight into the impact of MRT® on re-arrests, re-indictments, and re-convictions of program participants.

Program History.

The Better People mission is to dramatically reduce recidivism in Multnomah County and other areas. Better People works with individuals who have prior criminal records. The program does not discriminate based on the type of prior conviction(s). All study participants had prior criminal records with varied types of convictions. Most potential clients seek Better People services on a voluntary basis. Approximately half of former offenders self-refer and half are referred by public/private service agencies.

Better People is a counseling program that assists former offenders in obtaining and retaining permanent employment. Former offenders seeking information about Better People are required

\(^2\) Moral Reconation Therapy (MRT®) is a cognitive behavioral therapy system designed by Gregory Little, Ed. D. and Kenneth Robinson, Ed. D., Correctional Counseling, Memphis, Tennessee. The program is based on Lawrence Kohlberg’s moral development theory. It also incorporates Erik Erikson’s work on ego and identity development and behavioral conditioning as well as the works of Abraham Maslow, Carl Jung and Ron Smothermon. The program was developed in 1985 and is currently used throughout forty states and also in Canada and Puerto Rico.
to attend *Orientation* to become acquainted with the merits of the program as a means of determining their participation. Clients must be at least eighteen years old, a minimum of thirty days clean and/or sober, committed to attending MRT® group sessions, responsible for a one-time, non-refundable enrollment fee of $25, and have a prior criminal record. In addition, clients must be willing to seek and accept employment, provided the offer is reasonable.

Once an individual meets program requirements, he or she is enrolled in the program and assigned to an MRT® group. Clients meet under the direction of Better People MRT® facilitators who are certified by Correctional Counseling Incorporated. Groups convene twice per week and attendance becomes an ongoing part of the client’s individual file. Clients use a workbook containing exercises referred to as *Steps*.³

As with all cognitive behavioral interventions, MRT® Steps begin with relatively simple tasks that progressively increase in complexity and difficulty (see Appendices I & II). Lower Steps are concerned with issues of honesty, trust, acceptance, and awareness. Higher Steps move toward active processes of healing damaged relationships and long-term planning. In the process the client is essentially given the opportunity to reconstruct his or her identity and personality.

Clients are required to pass MRT® Steps sequentially. After attending one group session clients are eligible to be referred for *temporary* employment.⁴ Passing Step Three is a prerequisite to being referred for *permanent* employment.⁵ Clients also benefit from the third program component, a retention program, that monitors a client’s work performance, in cooperation with the employer, as a means of assisting the client in remaining employed.

**Other MRT® Evaluations.**

MRT® is in use in over 40 states throughout the United States, and also in Canada and Puerto Rico. MRT® has been studied in a large-scale independent evaluation of participant inmates in the Oklahoma Department of Corrections (MacKenzie and Brame, 1995). Findings indicated that *individuals who participated in MRT® showed a moderate but statistically significant drop in misconduct and recidivism* (National Institute of Justice Journal, 1997).

³ Each client receives a copy of a workbook: *How to Escape Your Prison* (Little, 1996).

⁴ *Better People* works with temporary employment agencies who, aware that clients have prior criminal records, seek to refer them for short-term employment to their customers.

⁵ *Better People* only works with employers paying a minimum of eight dollars an hour and providing health benefits.
MRT® was also found to reduce recidivism in a Delaware Department of Corrections Life Skills Program (Finn, 1998) and in a five-year recidivism study on felony drug offenders (Little, Robinson, and Burnette, 1993). According to Little and Robinson (1997), MRT’s® developers, over 40 published reports since 1986 have indicated that MRT® reduces recidivism anywhere from 25 percent to 50 percent.

Sandhu (1998) measured the impact of cognitive behavioral treatment, MRT®, as applied to 288 drug offenders at the B. J. Correctional Center, Alva, Oklahoma, from October 1, 1996 to March 31, 1998. Research outcomes indicated significant improvement in pre- and post-therapy results; incidents of positive urine analysis testing, prison misconduct, substance relapses, and rates of recidivism decreased.

### Methodology

**Study Objective.**

The goal of this study was to determine if MRT® makes a difference in a study participant’s contact with the criminal justice system. Each study participant was observed for six months following the day after his or her last contact with the Better People program.

**Selection of Study Groups.**

The study involved a Treatment Group and a Comparison Group. The research project included only former offenders seeking services from, or participating in, the Better People program between June 1998 and December 1998. Study participants were identified from a population of 186 former offenders who attended a Better People orientation during the identified period. Table 1.1 identifies the characteristics of this pool of potential study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.1. Characteristics of the General Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Age</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some former offenders attending Orientation did not pay the enrollment fee and therefore could not participate. Other former offenders attended Orientation, paid the $25 enrollment fee, yet chose not to participate. The Comparison Group was chosen from these groups of former offenders.

Another group of former offenders attended Orientation, paid the $25 enrollment fee, and attended at least one MRT® group session up through Step Five. These clients made up the Treatment Group.

The evaluation project began with a general population of 186 former offenders. During the period of study 91 clients comprised the potential Treatment Group population and 95 former offenders comprised the potential Comparison Group population. To ensure that each group had an equal number of members, researchers assigned every fourth person to the appropriate study group. Both the Comparison Group (receiving no treatment) and the Treatment Group (receiving treatment), had 68 members, for a total of 136 study participants.

Comparison Group study participants’ criminal records were observed for a six-month period starting the next day after the date that they attended Orientation. Treatment Group study participants’ criminal records were also observed for a period of six months starting the following day after the date that they ended their relationship with the Better People program.

**Study Group Characteristics.**

There were no significant differences between the demographic characteristics of study participants in the Treatment Group compared to study participants in the Comparison Group. Native Americans, Hispanics, Asian and those of mixed heritage did not seek the services of Better People in large numbers. The sample size reflects a low number of study participants representing these ethnic groups. Table 1.2 provides the characteristics of the Treatment Group and Comparison Group.
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Table 1.2. Sample and Sub-Group Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Comparison Group n=68</th>
<th>Treatment Group n=68</th>
<th>Total N=136</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European American</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other*</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Age</td>
<td>35 (s.d. 10.26)</td>
<td>34 (s.d. 8.66)</td>
<td>34 (s.d. 9.47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This category included four Native Americans and one Asian American

Figure 1.1 provides the racial composition of the study groups.

Measurement.

The independent variable, whether a client received MRT® treatment, was captured in Better People computerized client attendance records. The Treatment Group’s MRT® participation ranged from attending at least one group session to completing Step Five of the Twelve Step process. These study participants were considered as having received some level of MRT®
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treatment. The Comparison Group consisted of former offenders who did not actively enroll in the program after attending Orientation. They were considered as not having received treatment. The dependent variable, recidivism, was measured at three levels: re-arrest, re-indictment, and re-conviction.

Source of Data Collection.

Data were obtained from former offenders assigned to either the Treatment Group or Comparison Group who participated in or sought participation in the Better People program from June through December of 1998.

Multnomah County Department of Community Justice officials provided data from the Law Enforcement Data System (LEDS). LEDS maintains a systematic computerized accounting of complaints, arrests, indictments, and/or convictions of individuals having contact with the criminal justice system throughout the State of Oregon. When entering the system, an individual is assigned a State Identification number (SID). This number is used to identify all contacts with the criminal justice system in Oregon.

Observation Period.

The LEDS data were provided from June 1998 through November 1999. The observation period to review a study participant’s contact with the criminal justice system was six months after his or her final contact with the Better People program.

Results

Former offenders who sought and received MRT® treatment (Treatment Group) had significantly fewer new arrests in the six months following their last contact with the program than did former offenders who had not received such treatment (Comparison Group). Significant differences were also observed regarding re-indictments and for the most stringent of recidivism measures: re-convictions. The comparisons are described in Table 1.3 and Figure 1.2.

---

6 Many Treatment Group clients also received employment services. However, the impact of employment was not a variable measured in this study. Additional study is recommended to consider if employment services and employment have significant impact on decreasing rates of recidivism.
Table 1.3. Recidivism, Comparison versus Treatment Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Comparison Group</th>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
<th>Total N=136</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arrests</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-Arrested</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Re-Arrested</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indictments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicted</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Indicted</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Convictions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convicted</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Convicted</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p* Comparison and Treatment Groups differ significantly (p<.05)

Twenty-one percent of the Comparison Group was rearrested during the study period compared to 9 percent of the Treatment Group. Thirteen percent of the Comparison Group was re-indicted compared to 3 percent of the Treatment Group. Twelve percent of the Comparison Group was re-convicted compared to 3 percent of the Treatment Group.
Study Limitations.

Participants’ allocation to the Treatment Group or the Comparison Group was based upon a self-selection process (participants could choose whether to participate in the Better People program). Those who, past the point of attending Orientation, returned for at least one MRT® group session became potential members of the Treatment Group. Those who did not take part in MRT® group sessions became potential members of the Comparison Group. This allows for the possibility that those who persisted past the point of attending an Orientation may have differed in ways that favored their crime-free adjustments to living in the community.

While not necessarily a limitation, there is a certain treatment dilution inherent in the study design when the effect is assessed after the mid-point rather than after the program’s completion. On the other hand, an assessment half way through the treatment process may lessen the creaming effect that is common in treatment program evaluations of this kind.

In addition, Treatment Group participants received assistance in gaining employment. The impact of this service should be studied to determine if a correlation exist between employment and criminal justice contacts.

Discussion

This preliminary evaluation provides further evidence that the use of MRT® helps to reduce recidivism. The findings add credence to the Better People theory that cognitive behavioral therapy is effective and as such, it is reasonable to conclude that it complements other program components such as employment assistance.

Politicians, criminal justice practitioners, and the general public have seen criminal justice costs escalate over several decades. This is especially true in corrections (incarceration). Across the nation, legislative action, responding to public demand instead of valid research, has reduced the possibility of early release for good behavior. The result has been over-crowded prisons. Legislators, faced with this increased focus on incarceration and with shrinking budgets, also find it easy to restrict or eliminate rehabilitation programs.

Creaming refers to a self-selection or program selection process that implies that program evaluators cannot be sure whether a participant’s success is due to his or her ability to remain with a program or, if the substance of the program and its effect on the participant is what leads to a reduction of recidivism (Jolin, 2001).
Reducing the rising costs of arrests, court trials, imprisonment and post sentencing supervision are majors concerns. Determining what works in reducing these costs has been an ongoing question. Legislators, criminal justice administrators, and interested parties continue to seek practical solutions.

Recognizing the proven benefits of the use of MRT® when working with former offenders offers a reasonable, partial solution toward reducing such costs. Studies of the effectiveness of MRT® when used in working with offenders and former offenders continue to provide positive results.

This evaluation indicates that former offenders who did not receive treatment were significantly more likely to be involved with the criminal justice system than clients who received treatment. In addition, the use of MRT® has been shown to reduce recidivism anywhere from 25 to 50 percent (depending on the jurisdiction) throughout more than 40 states in the United States.

By itself, reducing recidivism is a laudable goal. More praiseworthy, however, is changing people’s lives so that they become more responsible, respectable and caring; so that they build stronger character and are able to care for their families and for themselves. Such action increases public safety and improves the community. This evaluation indicates that policy makers should focus on and continue to study programs that work by keeping people out of jail instead of focusing on ways to keep people incarcerated.

Future research will focus on the effect of employment services and employment combined with the use of MRT®. In addition, this research will observe the impact of MRT® on graduates of the Better People program.

Better People proposes to do research in cooperation with county correctional and/or adult community programs. This effort will involve random assignment either to the Better People program, to no program/treatment or to some other community based treatment program. Outcomes will be observed to determine if the MRT® process coupled with employment services further reduces rates of recidivism.

Better People contends that combining MRT® with living wage employment and long term retention monitoring positively influences the thinking and behavior of former offenders, and helps to keep them from returning to the criminal justice system.
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Appendix I - Moral Reconation Therapy (MRT®) Steps

STEPS 1 & 2 require the client to demonstrate honesty and trust.

STEP 3 requires acceptance of rules, procedures, treatment requirements and other people.

STEP 4 represents building a genuine and exhaustive self-awareness.

STEP 5 creates a written summary and plan to deal with the many relationships in their lives that have been damaged because of their substance abuse (and other antisocial behavior).

STEP 6 begins to uncover the right things for clients to do with his/her life and addresses the causes of happiness and unhappiness.

STEP 7 sets goals.

STEP 8 involves refining one-year goals into a plan of action with a timetable.

STEP 9 requires that the individual continue to assist and meet the timetables that he or she sets him or herself.

STEP 10 represents a moral assessment and judgement of all the elements in one's life.

STEP 11 reassesses the relationships in one's life, as well as forming a plan of action to heal the damage that has occurred.

STEP 12 creates a new set of goals. These are set for one year, five years and ten years with the client's judgement of how accomplishing each goal relates to his or her happiness. (Most clients complete MRT with this step.)

STEP 13 through 16 represent confrontation of the self with ever-expanding awareness of self. Individual goals are progressively defines and expanded to include the welfare of others.

--

Reprinted from Correctional Health Care Management, Volume 1, Number 10, October 1993
### Appendix II - MRT® FREEDOM LADDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong> - Honesty</td>
<td>People in this stage experience a sense of self and live their lives in a way that is true to their values. They often feel a deep connection to others and feel responsible for the well-being of others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong> - Trust</td>
<td>People in this stage know when they have hurt others or themselves and feel responsible for it. Low self-esteem, guilt, and feelings of inadequacy often predominate. While they seem to “let down” others and themselves frequently, they recognize that they are the source of their problems. This is the first stage that positive relationships can occur. People in this stage have trouble following through on their goals and personal commitments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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